
Pyramid Solutions’ P&C Underwriting Solution helps insurance providers 

grow their business by improving responsiveness and simplifying the intake 

of new customers. The solution leverages innovative technology that 

compliments and extends your existing underwriting system.

Capture and extract information from customer applications, W2s, tax 

forms, etc. and organize them into case folders for a single location to view, 

analyze and act on the content. Built with exception-based workflows, a 

high-speed document viewer and processing tools, our P&C Underwriting 

Solution helps underwriters get more applications out the door sooner.

Underwriting for Property and Casualty 
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INSURANCE

Policy Underwriting for Insurance 

Deliver Fast and Consistent Policies 

Pyramid Solutions’ Life Underwriting Solution automatically captures key 

information from medical transcripts, attending physician statements, lab 

reports and more. It integrates relevant data sources (MIB, Milliman and 

EMR) and assimilates all the data into a graphical storyline of the 

applicant’s medical history so the underwriter can see overlapping 

diagnoses, prescriptions and medical events. 

This comprehensive view of the applicant’s medical history helps an 

underwriter quickly and easily assess the potential risk and come to a 

decision in half the time of conventional manual methods.

Underwriting for Life Insurance 

Fast-Track Low-Risk Applications & Easily Assess Risk on Complex 

Cases

 

Increase accuracy 

Reduce manual

manual efforts

Improve customer

experiences

Grow 

organically

Standardize

the decision

process across

all underwriters

Reduce risk

With a population of 83.1 million, the millennial generation presents a huge 

opportunity for life and property and casualty insurers. As insurers continually 

welcome millennial underwriters to their staff, it’s important that the 

back-office operations meet their expectations just as much as the front-office 

operations do. 

Insurers that remain at the top of the competitive market offer their employees 

quick and simple ways to complete their work and serve their customers. 

They use insurance solutions that enable underwriters to quickly find, retrieve 

and leverage content and data to make decisions. They use agile 

technologies that grow with them and change with the market. They use 

visionary solutions that produce exceptional business results.



– Great American Insurance Group

The faster our teams can process quotes and claims, the faster 

they can respond to customers and agents. This increases their 

satisfaction and loyalty and the likelihood that they will continue to 

do business with our group.”
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Capture Data Easily

Extract Only What Matters

Pull unstructured data directly from

incoming documents and forms

Extract only the data that matters so

your system is clean and up to date

Analyze

Act

Easily consume, understand and 

gather insights on extracted data

Turn your insights into actions with

built-in processing tools

Applicant 

storyline

Prebuilt workflows 

and rules

High-speed 

document viewer

Features
Seamless 

integration 

Split and merge

documents

Instantly add 

bookmarks

Cross-repository

searching

Free-form 

notepad  

Prebuilt 

checklists

INSURANCE


